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Abstract

Web clients in the developing world experience long
response times due to poor network connectivity. This
paper evaluates existing and new web acceleration tech-
niques using access traces from Iraq, Zambia, and Cam-
bodia. We validate the effectiveness of proxy caching
and observe around 40% cache hit ratio. But our eval-
uation finds limited benefit of web prefetching (<1% hit
rate by the history-based prefetching that previously re-
ported around 10% hit rate [7]). This is because proxy
caching diminishes the benefits of prefetching at indi-
vidual clients and further many (40–60%) cache misses
are accesses to dynamic web applications that are not
prefetchable. To accelerate dynamic web applications
for the developing world, we explore the feasibility and
performance of mirroring dynamic applications on near-
client proxy servers. Preliminary evaluation on a collab-
orative office application shows an order of magnitude
performance improvement by the local mirroring.

1 Introduction

Developing countries like those in Sub-Saharan Africa
and war-torn Middle East have poor network con-
nectivity. Their global Internet access is bandwidth-
constrained, sometimes based on long-latency satellite
links. Due to poor local infrastructure, high-speed cable
networks are rare and users are often connected by lower-
speed, less reliable, point-to-point wireless links [14].
Figure 1 illustrates the network infrastructure for the
Baghdad University and the neighboring district at the
southern part of the city of Baghdad (Iraq).

Web clients in these regions must endure excessively
long request response time. As an example, the start-
up access to Google Docs (with cold browser cache)
takes over 20 seconds through a computer at the Col-
lege of Science in Baghdad University. Faculty and stu-
dents there have to explicitly pass updated documents in
collaborative editing despite the availability of relevant
web-based services. Such information technology chal-
lenges, called by many the “global digital divide” [17],
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Figure 1: Network infrastructure for the Baghdad University
and the neighboring Al-Saydiya district at southern Baghdad.

have hampered the economic, societal, and educational
development that these regions urgently desire.

Past studies [3, 6, 12] analyzed the web access traf-
fic and usage pattern at the developing world. Previous
work [3,7,11,13] also suggested that web prefetching can
improve the performance for clients with slow network
accesses. Offline browsing [3, 6] enables the browsing
of cached content without the network connectivity. The
network data volume can be further reduced through con-
tent de-duplication [10].

However, limited attention has been paid on the issue
of dynamic web applications for the developing world.
Unlike static HTTP file transfers, dynamic applications
that execute code to produce response content are rapidly
dominating the web. Dynamic web requests are often un-
suitable for caching, prefetching, or offline browsing due
to their dependence on fast changing data on the server.
This paper characterizes dynamic web requests in devel-
oping world web accesses and evaluates their impact on
existing web acceleration techniques. Motivated by the
success of proxy caching for static requests, we propose
a new technique to host a mirror copy at a near-client
proxy server for dynamic applications.

2 Web Trace Characterization

We analyze web performance characteristics in the de-
veloping world using real user traces. We captured a web
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trace in Iraq with the help of the Internet Service Provider
that serves Baghdad University and nearby residential
districts. Further, authors of two prior studies [6,12] have
kindly shared traces from Zambia, captured at the gate-
way that connects the satellite to the wireless network
that covers a rural area, and Cambodia, collected at the
Cambodia Communication Information Center, with us.
The Iraq, Zambia, and Cambodia traces were collected
in 2011, 2010, and 2005 respectively. They contain two,
four, and eleven million web accesses respectively.

Proxy Caching All three traces were collected on web
proxy servers with caching support, which allows us to
examine the performance of proxy caching. Figure 2(A)
shows the observed web cache hit ratios. For cache
hits, we distinguish those that require a content fresh-
ness check (HTTP If-Modified-Since), which incurs
a network round-trip to the original server on the Inter-
net. Results show high cache hit ratios (40% or more
for all three web traces). Figure 2(B) shows the average
web response time in each case. Cache hits lead to about
two orders of magnitude reduction in the response time.
Even cache hits with freshness check result in about one
order of magnitude speedup. These results validate the
high effectiveness of proxy caching.
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Figure 2: Web proxy caching performance.

Dynamic Web Applications Dynamic applications
that execute code to produce response content are in-
creasingly common on the web. These requests are often
uncachable because it is difficult to check the freshness
of previously generated dynamic response. We identi-
fied dynamic web requests in our traces by recognizing
certain patterns in the requested URL. First, only dy-
namic requests carry parameters in the form of a query
component in the URL [1]. We recognize the existence
of a query component when capturing special characters
of ‘?’ or ‘=’ after the URL path component. Second,
parameterless dynamic web requests do not possess the
query component in their URLs. We attempt to iden-
tify some by recognizing dynamic request file extensions
(currently ‘.php’ and ‘.asp’).

We find that, among cache misses, the proportions of
dynamic web accesses are 59%, 62%, and 41% for the
Iraq, Zambia, and Cambodia traces, respectively. This

result shows that dynamic web accesses are a primary
contributor to cache miss requests, and even more so in
the recent Iraq/Zambia traces (2011/2010) than in the
Cambodia trace (2005). The significance of dynamic
web accesses and the inability of existing techniques (in-
cluding caching) to address them present a critical chal-
lenge for the developing world web performance.

At the same time, we find that the dynamic web re-
quests concentrate on a few popular sites. We recognize
the target site of a dynamic web access as the author-
ity component of the URL (the segment preceded by ‘//’
and terminated by ‘/’ or ‘?’ [1]). With thousands of ac-
cessed dynamic application sites, Figure 3 shows that a
few most popular sites account for a significant propor-
tion of total dynamic web accesses. In particular, the top
eight sites receive 30%, 44%, and 37% of all accesses for
the three traces respectively. As a result, a large benefit
could be achieved by accelerating only a few important
web applications to the developing world clients.

3 Web Prefetching Effectiveness

Predicting future web accesses and prefetching them
ahead of user requests may reduce user response time.
While high-speed networks in the developed world have
practically eliminated the utility of prefetching, its poten-
tial benefits are still critical for developing world clients
with long-latency, low-bandwidth Internet accesses. In
this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of prefetch-
ing techniques for developing world using the following
metrics: (1) hit rate—the number of hits to the prefetch-
ing cache divided by the total number of accesses; (2)
overhead rate—the number of downloaded pages due to
prefetching divided by the number of accesses; (3) use
rate—the proportion of prefetched pages that are indeed
accessed later.

Recent studies [3, 11] have employed prefetching to
accelerate web accesses for developing world clients.
Specifically, Isaacman and Martonosi [11] designed a
folder-level prefetching strategy to prefetch all directory
contents upon requesting some of its components. How-
ever, the data-mule model they used for data download-
ing assumes that the bandwidth is unlimited at the time
of prefetching. Such a model does not apply to many
developing world sites with permanent (but slow) Inter-
net connections. Chen et al. [3] used Mozilla Fasterfox
to prefetch pages in anchor links that appear in recent
downloaded pages. They achieved less than 2% hit rate
with 22% overhead rate.

Although they are easy to implement, these develop-
ing world prefetching techniques come with a modest
benefit that can be attributed to the simplicity of their
prefetching heuristics, and particularly by not taking ad-
vantage of user access pattern history. Such history is
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Figure 3: Proportion of dynamic requests that belong to a few most popular application sites. There are a total of 6,772 accessed
dynamic sites in the Iraq trace; 7,959 sites in the Zambia trace; and 13,668 sites in the Cambodia trace. Facebook, Gmail, and
Yahoo! Search were the number one application in each of the three traces.

readily available at a local proxy cache server where our
three web access traces were collected. History-based
prefetching techniques [7, 13] learn user’s web surfing
behavior in order to predict future accessed pages. In
particular, Fan et al. [7] used the Prediction-by-Partial-
Matching (PPM) method to build history trees. Each
tree predicts a sequence of target URL accesses to fol-
low another sequence of predictor URL accesses. Their
evaluation showed that PPM can achieve up to 10% hit
rate with 23% overhead rate when predicting 4-URL tar-
gets using 2-URL predictors. Such performance appears
very desirable and therefore we evaluate PPM using our
developing world web traces.

Evaluation of the PPM Prefetcher Our evaluation
uses the Zambia and Cambodia web traces. The Iraq web
trace does not distinguish users (all requests carry the
same ID) which prevents us from building per-user ac-
cess sequence. This table shows the performance results
of our trace-driven evaluation of the PPM prefetcher.

Traffic location Hit rate Overhead rate Use rate
Zambia 0.2% 2.5% 1.7%

Cambodia 0.2% 8.7% 1.1%

Our results are disappointing—0.2% hit rate is much
less than what was promised in earlier work [7]. A key
reason is that much of the benefit of the history-based
prefetching has already been realized by the proxy web
cache. Specifically, the prefetching benefit relies on cap-
tured patterns of past accesses (mostly from other users).
In a proxy server that caches past accesses from a large
number of users, those “predicted” accesses are proba-
bly already in the cache. Earlier history-based prefetch-
ing work [7, 13] targets dial-up modem users for which
no near-user proxy server could serve a large number of
users—if it is near user, it is at the user side of a modem
link and thus it serves one user. Today proxy caching
servers are commonplace, even for the developing world
(all three of our developing world web traces were col-
lected at proxy servers with caching support).
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Figure 4: The PPM prefetcher hit rate. Results include the
real evaluation result and two hypothetical situations—the first
assumes no proxy cache, the second assumes no proxy cache
and that all pages are prefetchable.

Another reason for the low prefetch hit rate is that
the non-prefetchable dynamic web requests are increas-
ingly dominant in today’s web accesses (evaluated in
Section 2). They reduce the room of applicability for
classic web prefetching techniques.

To illustrate how these factors have diminished
prefetching effectiveness, Figure 4 depicts the PPM
prefetcher hit rates for the real evaluation and two hy-
pothetical situations. The first hypothetical situation as-
sumes no proxy cache and its difference with the real
evaluation shows that the effectiveness of proxy web
caching substantially diminishes the benefits of prefetch-
ing. This is bad news for prefetching, but not for users
who do not care whether the fast response is due to
caching or prefetching. Our second hypothetical situ-
ation in Figure 4 assumes no proxy cache and that all
pages are prefetchable. For the latter assumption, we
simply divide the hit count by the number of prefetch-
able accesses (as opposed to dividing by all accesses in
the real evaluation). The different hit rates between the
two hypothetical situations show that the reduced amount
of prefetchable accesses (largely due to the dominance of
dynamic web requests) further contributed to the decline
of prefetching effectiveness.
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4 Local Application Mirroring

Our analysis so far reaches two key conclusions—1)
proxy caching of static web pages is very effective for
improving the developing world web performance; 2) ad-
ditional improvement requires new technique to address
dynamic web applications. In such a context, we specu-
late for a high performance gain if caching can be applied
to dynamic web applications. Such caching will substan-
tially improve dynamic web request response time and
reduce data traffic on critical Internet access links for
the developing world. This caching concept is also sup-
ported by our evaluation in Section 2 that shows a few
important dynamic web applications account for a large
proportion of total dynamic web requests.

Caching dynamic web applications requires a critical
system support, we call local mirroring, of hosting a
local copy of dynamic web applications on near-client
proxy servers. While local application mirroring will in-
troduce new challenges in data consistency, deployment
and security, many existing techniques (particularly in
the area of cloud computing) can be leveraged to accom-
plish it. We discuss several related issues in this sec-
tion, and also provide a preliminary evaluation of a web-
based collaborative office application to show the feasi-
bility and potential benefits.

In related work, near-client web services are also sup-
ported by edge computing platforms like Akamai and
Amazon CloudFront that are hosted at established In-
ternet Points-Of-Presence. The reach of edge services
is still very thin in the developing world. Researchers
have also started customizing web applications for the
developing world clients. For instance, the RuralCafe
project [4] modified a search engine application such that
high-client-interactivity functions are kept locally while
the remaining work is performed at the remote server.
These efforts require significant customization and pro-
grammer work to web applications. Instead, we explore
system-level support of local application mirroring with
minimum application changes.

4.1 Application Data Management

Since application data is hosted on both a local mir-
ror and the global application site, it raises the concern
of distributed data management. Some dynamic applica-
tions run with read-only state or soft (cached) state. For
example, content transformation applications (like con-
verting web content to speech for people with reading
difficulties [2]) typically contain only cached state (such
as the text-to-speech transformed audio files). Local ap-
plication mirroring allows these applications to be repli-
cated at multiple local sites to achieve better experience
of interactivity in each local region, where each site uses
its own state separately from others without introducing

the problem of state accessibility and consistency.
Dynamic applications that are stateful usually store

data on a global site (probably in a cloud computing cen-
ter) in order to obtain the benefits of accessibility, avail-
ability, consistency, and data sharing for better user in-
teraction experience. Examples include applications that
support collaborative work within a group [8] and social
network applications in which users post and share mes-
sages, images, and videos. These applications require a
high level of network interaction among clients. While
local application mirroring is expected to realize such re-
quirement within the local region, the global state acces-
sibility and consistency presents new challenges when
some of these applications’ data are also stored locally.

A successful solution to this problem must rely on the
access locality. For collaborative work within a local
group, it is common that data generated locally are likely
to be consumed locally as well. A sample from Bagh-
dad University shows that people’s friends in Facebook
exhibit strong locality (about 73% of their friends are lo-
cated within the same local region). Such friendship lo-
cality suggests strong local interaction and collaboration
for many other web-based applications as well. Further-
more, because the network access is limited in the devel-
oping regions, a user tends to use network access from
a single place (e.g., university office), thereby reducing
the chance for a single user to access web applications
from multiple local networks. The evidences of service
access locality lead us to emphasize the optimization of
interaction within the local region.

We propose to have multiple copies of an application
to be hosted on different locations based on users’ de-
mand (in the style of on-demand caching). Maintaining
data consistency across multiple copies can be done in a
hierarchical fashion. The interaction between local users
are handled by the near-client proxy server to guaran-
tee high-quality service experience, which further com-
bine and propagate their updates to the global site peri-
odically. The global site treats the updates from a near-
client proxy server as regular client updates. Conflicts
may still exist if simultaneous accesses to the same data
partition are made from multiple local sites. The global
site will resolve these conflicts like it handles simultane-
ous conflicts from multiple regular clients. Note that the
chance of such conflicts should be rare if our expectation
of strong access locality (mentioned above) holds.

4.2 Deployment and Security

Local deployment for applications that originally run
on a central cloud imposes new challenges such as com-
patibility and security. Today’s web applications are de-
veloped by various programming languages and tech-
niques. Locally hosting the applications from different
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service providers requires the local platform to meet all
their dependences including the runtime environment, li-
braries, configurations, and so on. The diversity of global
and local platforms further complicates the deployment
and maintenance, which demand expert knowledge that
is often unavailable in developing regions. Furthermore,
hosting multiple applications on one local server intro-
duces potential security concerns including the mainte-
nance of application privacy and the containment of se-
curity vulnerability.

Native machine-level virtualization (e.g., VMware and
Xen), which is widely used in cloud computing, can be
leveraged to the local application mirroring. It presents
the virtual machine (VM) interface to encapsulate the
full application/system ensemble and provide effective
migration mechanisms between hosts. Virtualization en-
ables strong isolation among applications and also allows
applications with diverse security requirements to be run
concurrently on one platform [9]. Based on the easy de-
ployability provided by virtualization, we suggest to ex-
pose the near-client proxy server as a local cloud plat-
form with VM-based interfaces. Virtualized cloud ser-
vices can be distributed as is. Alternatively, a service
provider may generate an adaptive version of their ap-
plications for local mirroring. Such adaptive application
mirror can customize to local user preferences, restricted
security environments, or constrained bandwidth for in-
stallation and operation.

Unlike the VM migration in clouds where the fast
and stable network connection exists, VM-based deploy-
ment reaching the developing world must optimize for
low-bandwidth network connections. While native VM
images are typically large (725 MB for our Xen im-
age with a Feng Office installation [8]), VM images for
web applications share many system and library com-
ponents and therefore each contains a relatively small
amount of unique content. With a stock image at a lo-
cal proxy server, the deployment of a new VM image
only requires the delta between the new and stock im-
ages (43 MB for the Feng Office installation identified
through rsync [15]). More sophisticated content redun-
dancy elimination techniques [16] will also be helpful.

Additional security concerns may exist for local appli-
cation mirroring. Compared with the third-party clouds
(like Amazon EC2), which provide the security guaran-
tee under contracts, near-client proxies are located and
controlled totally by local sites without strong restraint.
The less guarantee of privacy, integrity, and availabil-
ity, due to the weaker resource and technical support,
makes the local platform potentially less trusted. Based
on the virtualized infrastructure, extra security enhance-
ment can be added underneath the virtual machine mon-
itor (VMM) to provide additional privacy protection and
integrity checking to the hosted VM [18].

4.3 Evaluation of A Collaborative Application

We provide a preliminary evaluation to demonstrate
the benefit of local application mirroring. We use
Feng Office [8] as an example of group collaboration ap-
plication that supports web-based office document edit-
ing and sharing. Our tests used a workload that simulates
collaborative editing using published revision history of
Wikipedia documents, specifically, the “Harry Potter” ar-
ticle. Typically, read operations are much more frequent
than writes in a mixed read/write scenario. Thus we use
a 9:1 read/write ratio in our workload.

We compare the performance between accessing a
globally hosted application and accessing a locally mir-
rored application for developing world users. Given
the relatively low-end machines used in the developing
world, we also want to see whether the restricted re-
source would become a potential bottleneck under high
client loads. We evaluated the performance of Feng Of-
fice in two scenarios: the near-client proxy server
(represented by a low-end machine with a single-core
2.66 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB memory)
and the remote web server (represented by a high-end
machine with two dual-core (four cores total) 3.00 GHz
Xeon CPUs and 4 GB DRAM memory).

To emulate the performance measurement of the re-
mote Internet sites and the network access conditions
from the developing world, we ran the Linux traffic-
control tool (Tc) on the high-end machine and config-
ured its network bandwidth and latency to the estimated
value for the target developing world locations. Specif-
ically, our network performance estimation uses the re-
sponse time of cache miss requests in the Iraq, Zambia,
and Cambodia traces mentioned in Section 2. Our es-
timated network latency is 1.48, 6.03, and 1.77 seconds
for the three sites respectively. Our estimated bandwidth
is 106, 196, and 208 Kbps respectively.

Figure 5 shows the evaluation result. For low request
concurrency, the average response time of Feng Office
running on the near-client proxy server is one order of
magnitude shorter than that on remote Internet. On re-
mote global sites, the long transmission time (due to the
large network latency) dominates the request service pe-
riod, especially for the case of Zambia.

The weaker CPU of the local server could be a bot-
tleneck as the load rises (higher number of concurrent
requests). While the benefits of near-client proxy are
affected by this, results show that the local server still
provides better response time compared to the remote
global server for up to 64 concurrent requests. We also
note that the cloud offloading techniques employed for
resource-constrained computing (as in MAUI [5]) can be
leveraged to help alleviate the resource constrains at lo-
cal proxy servers.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of the near-client proxy
server and remote server for Feng Office.

We also observe the somewhat surprising result that
the global site performance for Iraq clients degrades
more sharply than the local proxy server performance
does when the concurrent request rate goes up. This is
due to high contention on the developing world Inter-
net access bandwidth (lowest for the Iraq site among our
three sites). This shows that our local application mirror-
ing can provide substantial benefit even at high load.

5 Conclusions

This paper evaluates developing world web acceler-
ation techniques using traces from Iraq, Zambia, and
Cambodia. We validate the effectiveness of proxy
caching but we find limited benefit of web prefetching
(<1% hit rate by the history-based prefetching that pre-
viously reported around 10% hit rate [7]). This is be-
cause proxy caching diminishes the benefits of prefetch-
ing at individual clients and further many (40–60%)
cache misses are accesses to dynamic web applications
that are not prefetchable. To accelerate dynamic web
applications, we propose the local application mirroring
to host network applications on local sites nearby their
users. Preliminary evaluation on a collaborative office
application shows an order of magnitude performance
improvement by the local mirroring. We also discuss its
challenges in terms of data consistency, deployment and
security. We are hopeful that a combination of existing
techniques (particularly in cloud computing) and new so-
lutions will eventually overcome these challenges.
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